Real Estate Assessment Process in Pennsylvania . . . An Overview

In General

Real property taxes have been and continue to be a primary source of funds for Pennsylvania’s local governments. The real estate tax is the only tax authorized by law in Pennsylvania to be levied by all classes of local governments in the state. Every property owner pays real estate taxes, unless otherwise exempted, to three independent taxing districts: the county, the municipality, and the coterminous school district.¹

The assessment process in Pennsylvania is governed, generally, by six different assessment laws.² Each class county is subject to a special assessment law. For counties of the first through third class, the General County Assessment Law supplements the more specific assessment law applicable to the respective county. Counties of the fourth through eighth classes are governed solely by the Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law.³ As a result of the amendatory Act 167 of 2006, the formal short title of this law is the Fourth to Eighth Class and Selective County Assessment Law.⁴ However, for purposes of this article and accompanying footnotes, the law will be referred to as the Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law. In addition, there are special assessment provisions applicable to third class cities.

² 72 P.S. § 5020 101 et seq. (“The General County Assessment Law”); 72 P.S. § 5453.101 et seq. (“The Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law”); 72 P.S. § 5342 et seq. (Third Class County Assessment Board Law); 53 P.S. §§ 37501 37562 (“The Third Class City Code,” Article XXV (Taxation)); 72 P.S. § 5452.1 et seq. (Second Class County Assessment Law); 72 P.S. § 5341.1 et seq. (First Class County Assessment Law). Philadelphia and Allegheny Counties, which are subject to the provisions of the First Class County Assessment Law and the Second Class County Assessment Law, respectively, are also subject to home rule provisions relating to the assessment of real property in these counties. This article will not address these provisions, specifically, but some citations, as relevant, from the Allegheny County Administrative Code are referenced.
³ Section 801 of the Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law provides: “The act approved the twenty second day of May, one thousand nine hundred thirty three (Pamphlet Laws, eight hundred fifty three) [the General County Assessment Law] . . . is hereby repealed, in so far as it applies to counties of the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth classes, except as to the designation of objects, property and persons subject to and exempt from taxation for city and school purposes in cities, and the assessment and valuation thereof for such purposes.”
⁴ Act 167 of 2006 amended the Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law to delineate the method by which wind turbines would be assessed. Because this amendment applies to all counties, the name of the Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law was changed to “The Fourth to Eighth Class and Selective Counties Assessment Law.”
Key Definitions

“Base year.” “The year upon which real property market values are based for the most recent countywide revision of assessment of real property or other prior year upon which the market value of all real property of the county is based. Real property market values shall be equalized within the county and any changes by the board shall be expressed in terms of such base year values.”

“Common level ratio.” “The ratio of assessed value to current market value used generally in the county as last determined by the State Tax Equalization Board pursuant to the act of June 27, 1947 (P.L. 1046, No. 447), referred to as the State Tax Equalization Board Law.”

“Established predetermined ratio.” “The ratio of assessed value to market value established by the board of county commissioners and uniformly applied in determining assessed value in any year.”

“Exclusion.” A property tax exclusion permits a portion of otherwise taxable property value to be excluded from taxation.8

“Exemption.” A property tax exemption permits the entire value of specified property to be excluded from taxation that would otherwise be taxable.9

“Exoneration.” A property tax exoneration relieves or discharges a taxpayer from the liability of the payment of taxes.

“Immunity.” As a general matter, property owned by the Commonwealth and its agencies is immune from taxation by a local subdivision in the absence of express statutory authority.10

“STEB.” The State Tax Equalization Board.

Valuation of Property

Pennsylvania assessment laws require that real estate be valued according to its “actual value” and at a bona fide rate and price for which the property would separately sell.10 The courts have interpreted actual

---

8 72 P.S. § 5020 102 (“The General County Assessment Law,” Section 102).
9 72 P.S. § 5020 402; 72 P.S. § 5453.602 (“The Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law,” Section 602); 72 P.S. § 5348 (Third Class County Assessment Board Law, Section 7); and the Allegheny County Administrative Code, Article 209 (Office of Property Assessments) §§ 5 209.05, 5 209.09.
value to mean market value.\textsuperscript{11} Market value has been defined by the Pennsylvania State Supreme Court as “the price in a competitive market a purchaser, willing but not obligated to buy, would pay an owner, willing but not obligated to sell, taking into consideration all the legal uses to which the property can be adapted and might reasonably be applied.”\textsuperscript{12} To establish the “actual” value of property, the county may use current year market values or it may adopt a base year for market values. For the most part, properties are assessed at a set percentage of base year values. Property is only assessed at current market value when a countywide reassessment has been conducted and implemented. Unless a county reassesses all properties every year, the property assessments will be predicated upon base year values (the last year in which the county reassessed). The same methodology must be used to value property throughout the county; that is, when a county adopts a base year for market value, then all property in the county must be valued as of the same base year.

The assessment laws state that “the price at which any property may actually have been sold in the base year or the current tax year is to be considered but is not controlling. Such selling prices can be increased or decreased as part of the valuation process to accomplish equalization with other similar property within the taxing district.”\textsuperscript{13} Recent sales of comparable properties, that is, properties of a similar nature, are persuasive but not conclusive in helping to establish the market value. The properties selected need not be identical. The sales prices, however, are useful in showing relative values by bringing out characteristic qualities, whether similar or divergent. Comparison based on sales may be made according to location, age, income, expense, use, size, type of construction and in numerous other ways.\textsuperscript{14}

When valuing property, three approaches must be \textit{considered} in conjunction with one another; they are cost (reproduction or replacement, as applicable, less depreciation and all forms of obsolescence), comparable sales, and income approaches. Although all three approaches must be considered, they do not all have to be \textit{used} in arriving at the final valuation of the property. The approach used may differ depending upon the type of property involved (e.g., commercial, residential, income-producing).

Many factors are considered in arriving at the fair market value of property. One very important consideration is the highest and best use of the property in question. It is not only the present use of a property that affects its value, but all of the uses including the highest and most profitable use to which

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{12}] Buhl Foundation \textit{v.} Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review of Allegheny County, 407 Pa. 567, 180 A.2d 900 (1962); \textit{U.S. Steel Corp.} \textit{v.} Board of Assessment and Revision of Taxes of Bucks County, 422 Pa. 463, 223 A.2d 92 (1966).
\item[\textsuperscript{13}] 72 P.S. \textsection{} 5020-402 (“The General County Assessment Law,” Section 402); 72 P.S. \textsection{} 5453-602 (“The Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law,” Section 602); 72 P.S. \textsection{} 5348 (Third Class County Assessment Board Law, Section 7); 72 P.S. \textsection{} 5452.4 (Second Class County Assessment Law, Section 4); Allegheny County Administrative Code, Article 210 (Assessment Standards and Practices) \textsection{} 5 210.02.
\item[\textsuperscript{14}] McKnight Shopping Center, Inc. \textit{v.} Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review, 417 Pa. 234, 209 A.2d 389 (1956).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the land is adaptable and available. The possible demand for such use affects the market value.\textsuperscript{15} Highest and best use, then, “is that use of a property that will generate the highest net return to the property over a reasonable period of time.”\textsuperscript{16} Highest and best use of property must be supported by the following criteria; the use must be:

- Legally permissible;
- Physically possible;
- Financially feasible; and
- Maximally productive.\textsuperscript{17}

The courts have recognized that “economic reality” factors also influence real property values.\textsuperscript{18} As mentioned previously, the valuation placed on a property should reflect what a willing buyer would pay in the open market for all the property rights that the present owner will transfer to him. A buyer would likely discount the price of a property due to “restrictions” or “regulatory requirements” or “encumbrances” that are tied to the property. For example, if income restrictions based on applicable federal regulations or income restrictions based upon bona fide contractual obligations are attached to a commercial property, the fair market value of the property would be “deflated” because a buyer cannot anticipate income at a current market value.\textsuperscript{19} Thus, the present market value should logically reflect the economic dynamics impacting the property as it presently exists.

### Calculating the Tax Bill

Once the market value of the property is established, then the county predetermined ratio is applied to the value to determine assessed value. The board of county commissioners in each county is empowered to set the county predetermined ratio. This ratio of assessed to market value may not exceed 100 percent. The county predetermined ratio is then applied to the base year value or the current market year value to calculate the assessed value of properties throughout the county.

An assessment, then, is a percentage of the market value of the property. The assessment is the foundation which the taxing authorities use to determine the amount of real estate taxes based on their tax rates.

For example: If the current market value or base year value of Property A is $100,000 and the county’s predetermined ratio is 40 percent, then the assessed value is $40,000 [\$100,000 \times 40 \text{ percent}]. Hypothetically, the county may levy five mills for the real estate tax; the township in which the property is located may levy ten mills for the real estate tax; and the coterminous school district may levy 20 mills

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{16} International Association of Assessing Officers, \textit{Property Assessment Valuation}, 2\textsuperscript{nd} ed., p. 31.
  \item \textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.} at 32.
  \item \textsuperscript{19} \textit{Appeal of Marlpe Springfield Center, Inc., supra.}, note 18.
\end{itemize}
for the real estate tax. The owner of Property A would, therefore, be liable to pay real estate taxes in the amounts of $200 to the county [$40,000 x .005], $400 to the township [$40,000 x .01], and $800 to the school district [$40,000 x .02]. This is the general method by which property is valued and assessed throughout the Commonwealth.

Thus:

\[ \text{Market Value} \times \text{County Predetermined Ratio} = \text{Assessment} \]

\[ \text{Assessment} \times \text{Millage Rate} = \text{Tax Bill} \]

All properties within the taxing district must be “uniformly” assessed at a similar ratio. This is necessary in order to satisfy the requirements of Article VIII, Section I, of the Pennsylvania Constitution that provide that all taxes must be uniform on the same class of subjects within the territorial limits of the authority levying the tax. The controlling principle in matters of valuation is that no one taxpayer should pay any more or less than their proportionate share of the cost of government. Equalization may require periodic reappraisals of all parcels within the county, initiated at the discretion of the county commissioners.20

Until recently, Pennsylvania courts had upheld the statutory measure of assessment uniformity using the county’s common level ratio last published by the STEB (see definitions). In so doing, the courts had repeatedly stated that a taxpayer may not successfully raise a uniformity challenge by comparing his or her assessment-to-market-value ratio with assessment-to-market-value ratios of neighboring properties.21 Uniformity was only to be determined by applying the STEB ratio to the property’s market value in order to arrive at the correct assessment. On December 27, 2006, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court22 held that courts were required to examine evidence of the assessment-to-market-value ratio of comparable properties in determining whether or not uniformity was violated, if such evidence was presented. This case may raise concerns about the constitutional validity of statutory provisions that preclude examination of comparable property23 in the appeal process.

In order not to violate the uniformity requirement, a property cannot be reassessed for taxation purposes by the county board of assessment simply because it is sold. Apart from a countywide reassessment, an individual property can only be reassessed when: (1) the property is subdivided; (2) a physical change has been made to the property such as new construction or removal or change of existing improvements; or (3) the assessment of the property is appealed by either the property owner or the taxing district.

The sale of the property cannot lawfully trigger a reassessment by the county board of assessment regardless of the indicated purchase price. This has been deemed “spot” reassessment by the assessment statutes and by case law. A spot assessment based on the sale of the property in question is unconstitutional under

22 Downingtown Area School District v. Chester County Board of Assessment Appeals, 913 A.2d 194 (Pa. 2006).
23 The assessment to market value ratio of comparable property.
both the federal and state constitutions. Although the county board of assessment may not reassess an existing property because it has recently been sold, the sale of a property may alert a taxing district, such as a school district, to appeal the assessment based on the sales price. Taxing districts have the same right of appeal as property owners with regard to real property assessments. This right was upheld by the Commonwealth Court in In re Springfield School District and Vees v. Carbon County Board of Assessment Appeals.

**Appeal of an Assessment**

The assessment laws afford to the property owner and the taxing districts the opportunity to appeal an assessment to the county board of appeals (and, subsequently, the court of common pleas, if applicable). In an appeal, the burden of proof rests with the party bringing the appeal to produce sufficient, credible, and relevant evidence as to the value of his property once the county board of assessment establishes prima facie validity of its assessment by placing the record into evidence. The law stipulates that an appeal does not prevent the collection of taxes upon the assessment.

In any appeal, the board or court is required to determine the following:

1. The market value of the property as of the date such appeal was filed with the board;
2. The common level ratio published by the STEB on or before the first day of July of the year prior to the tax year being appealed to the board.

After determining the market value of the property, the county board responsible for hearing assessment appeals must then apply the established predetermined ratio to this value unless the common level ratio published by the STEB varies by more than fifteen percent (15 percent) from the established predetermined ratio, in which case the board shall apply that same common level ratio to the market value of the property.

---

24 The United States Supreme Court ruled in Allegheny Pittsburgh Coal Co. v. County Commission of Webster County, West Virginia, 488 U.S. 336 (1989), that the practice of placing a new assessment on property which was recently sold, while effecting only minor changes to real estate which has not been sold for a number of years, was a violation of the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment of the United States Constitution. Put differently, “welcome stranger” tax assessment is unconstitutional.

25 To achieve equitable treatment of taxpayers, the courts require that all properties within a taxing district be uniformly assessed at a similar ratio of assessed value to market value in order to satisfy Article VIII, Section 1, of the Pennsylvania Constitution. This section stipulates that, “[a]ll taxes must be uniform on the same class of subjects, within the territorial limits of the authority levying the tax . . . .” (emphasis added). This provision applies not only to taxes imposed by the Commonwealth, but also to the taxes imposed by local units of government.


29 72 P.S. § 5020 511(b) (“The General County Assessment Law,” Section 511(b)); 72 P.S. § 5453.702(b) (“The Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law,” Section 702(b)); 72 P.S. § 5349(d.1) (Third Class County Assessment Board Law, Section 8(d.1)).

30 72 P.S. § 5020 511(c); 72 P.S. § 5453.702(c); 72 P.S. § 5349(d.2).
Prior to 2004, the assessment laws contained provisions limiting the amount of real estate tax revenues that could be levied by a political subdivision in the year following a countywide reassessment or a change in the predetermined ratio. These provisions are commonly referred to as the “anti-windfall” provisions. The laws required a political subdivision to reduce its millage rate so that the total amount of taxes levied on the properties in the year following a reassessment increased by no more than a specified percentage from the previous year.

In 2004 and 2005, three bills were signed into law which changed the implementation of the anti-windfall procedures by political subdivisions. The assessment laws now require political subdivisions to follow a “two-step” process when increasing real property taxes by a percentage allowed by law following a countywide reassessment. The first step requires a political subdivision to establish a revenue-neutral millage rate. The second step is optional. By a separate vote, a political subdivision may institute a final tax rate that limits the total amount of taxes levied to no more than the maximum percentage increase permitted by the assessment laws.

In 2006, the Taxpayer Relief Act (Special Session Act 1) was enacted. Act 1 contains a new anti-windfall provision which applies school districts. Section 327 directs that after a countywide reassessment, a school district which, after July 1, 2006, for the first time levies its real estate taxes on that revised assessment or valuation must reduce its millage rate so that the total amount of taxes levied on the properties subsequent to the reassessment increases “less than or equal to the index for the preceding year.” Section 327 does not require the “two-step” process that exists in the current assessment laws.

As a result of the passage of Act 1, two standards now exist for implementing the anti-windfall procedures following a countywide reassessment: one for school districts and one for counties and municipalities.

Until recent years, legal actions attacking the county’s total assessment scheme have generally been unsuccessful. Pennsylvania courts held that the various county assessment laws provide taxpayers with a plain, adequate, and complete remedy for their allegations regarding the unconstitutionality of assessments. However, where the lack of uniformity is pervasive throughout a county, the Pennsylvania courts have intervened and mandated countywide reassessments. From 1990 to 2005, at least six counties were

---

31 72 P.S. § 5020 402(b) (“The General County Assessment Law,” Section 402(b)); 72 P.S. § 5453.602(b) (“The Fourth to Eighth Class County Assessment Law,” Section 602(b)); 16 P.S. § 4980.2 (Second Class County Code, Section 1980.2).

32 Political subdivisions include counties.

33 These provisions do not apply to Philadelphia.

34 The General County Assessment Law limits the increase to 10 percent for both municipalities and school districts. The Fourth to Eight Class County Assessment Law limits the increase to 5 percent for municipalities and 10 percent for school districts. The Second Class County Code limits the increase to 5 percent for both municipalities and school districts in a second class county.

35 The act of July 15, 2004 (P.L. 746, No. 91); the act of November 16, 2005 (P.L. 382, No. 71); and the act of Dec. 22, 2005 (P.L. 468, No. 91).

36 Excluding newly constructed buildings and structures, as well as improvements made to existing structures.

37 The act of June 27, 2006, Special Session 1 (P.L. 353 , No. 1).

38 Includes a change in the county predetermined ratio.

ordered by the courts to conduct a countywide reassessment: Erie, Carbon, Allegheny,40 Dauphin, Chester, and Lancaster.41 Court-ordered reassessments have been required due to a combination of factors, such as: (1) the failure by the county to conduct a countywide reassessment for a number of years; (2) the assessment of newly constructed structures at then market value; and (3) an unwillingness of elected officials to remedy the disparities.42 The courts have exercised equity jurisdiction in these cases because individual appeals and adjustments would not be sufficient to remedy the inequality.43

40 By orders dated April 18, 1997, and May 22, 1997, the Allegheny Court of Common Pleas declared the policy and practice of freezing property tax assessments in Allegheny County to be unlawful and instructed the Board of Assessment to commence the revision and equalization of assessments according to a schedule set forth in the trial court’s May 22, 1997 order. See Miller v. Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review, 703 A.2d 733, 734 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1997).


43 Id.